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About This Game

Bomber Arena
Is a 3d action adventure game where you go through several mazes in solo mode or co-op (only local) fighting enemies until you

reach your goal. You can take powers to improve your character as well as mounts to help you defeat your opponents in this
game.

Co-op

Play in co-op mode (local only) to get a friend's help to defeat your enemies and further enhance the fun.

Hard Mode

Can you go through all the stages with just one life and all the powers at the very least? Come and test your skills in this mode.

Passwords

Died and want to continue where you left off? Use the passwords that the game gives you to resume your game from the point
where you stopped, or to release special functions in the game.

Creation of the game

The whole game was made by one person, nothing easy. Just a lot of hard work and dedication.
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Made in Brazil.
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Mateus Dias Toledo
Publisher:
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For me, Hacker Evolution turned out to be a rather frustrating experience. There is a trace meter that tracks your trace level and
when it gets to 100, you lose. The biggest problem is that you get penalized for successful cracks and decryptions which means
the trace level increases even when you are doing things the right way. And the only way to decrease your trace level is through
money, but they are pretty stingy on making that readily available. Not to mention they dangle a bunch of system upgrades that
aren't cheap which gives a false impression that there is a lot of cash to be obtained in the game. So if you spend money on these
upgrades, you end up with no money left to decrease your trace level and ultimately get stuck because you can't reduce your
trace level. The manual even states, "Important: Don't rush to upgrade your hardware as soon as you have money. Having the
best hardware is not the main objective of the game. Carefully make your decision, and only upgrade your hardware when
necessary. Money is not abundant in the game, and its main purpose is to reduce your trace time." That key piece of information
is not found anywhere in the game; you have to read it from the manual. Now why they decided to design a game that revolves
around money, yet not make it abundant is not clear to me.

They don't even grant you rewards for completing missions (a little money would be nice). Instead they give you a score (why?).
But the real kicker is your trace level carries over from the previous mission, so if it was high and you don't have any money,
you're \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed on the next mission. What this ultimately means is you must follow a very specific path on
the early missions to be able to survive the later missions. So after I figured this out, the game quickly lost any open world feel
of being able to solve missions in different ways. Plus you never really know if you didn't do something right until you are stuck
on a later mission with no money.

I did like the graphical interface, although the actual command execution was a bit oversimplified. It was fun for a few hours,
but ultimately it was the lack of a proper reward system that really turned me away from progressing further with this game. If
the simulated world of Hacker Evolution sounds interesting to you, go buy Uplink. It offers a much better gaming experience..
A solid and well acted interactive movie, that for the price, I can't really complain about.

Pro: Very polished experienced, everything is filmed well, everything moves smoothly, the overall experience is very good. the
acting is solid throughout, despite feeling like a teen tv show at times, everyone plays their part convincingly and is committed
to it. The story, while on the shallow side, for a game is quite strong, with some depth to the main arc and a few twists along the
way.

Cons: I would have appreciated more feedback on how my actions affected the story. The summary at the end of each episode
didn't seem to shed much light, and it was way past halfway through when I noticed that the 'timeline' split into branches at
points I could change the story, or at least the way that particular episode plays out.

Gonna get some good old 'murican loving hate on this game, COD=good clean fun, things like this=propaganda, of course.. but
I'm glad the story was told.. Meh. I'll give it more time some other time, but so far...MEH.. My review is in this video (Turn on
SUBs!):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKcHGE8UHfI. I bought this game because graphicaly somewhat reminded me of The
Swapper - which is a great platformer where you use 'clones' of yourself to get things done. But it did not engage me at all.
 The premises of the game are good - you can use gravity, and control time, and it does look pretty cool. 20 minutes into the
game and I regret buying it - and double regret buying it 6 months ago and not being able to return it.
 The controls feel extremely clunky. Trying to run and suddenly roll is not really confortable in the hand. Having to examine the
crates where the items are to just look at them and click them seems a waste of time, just grabbing them would be easier.
Deaths don't have great animations, when I fell through a set of lasers no change was seen in the character. The rope mechanics
are OK but add to that sense of clunkiness the game gives in overal.
 There is no control support (I tried with both a PS4 and an 360 control) which would be good but not perfect - as there is the
option to shoot down enemy bullets with your own bullets while you are on bullet time, and an analog stick might not be the best
to do this.
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 Maybe in some time I would give this another try and change my mind, but I encourage people to try it for themselves first.. It's
another Joystick exclusive. If you don't have a joystick, don't get this game
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Mobile port.
Bad/ Missing tutorials and tooltip errors.
Over 10 spells with upgrades (that you'll ignore because Meteor is the only one you can realiably upgrade that has any tatical
use).
Blacksmith that has a 0.9% chance per recipe of crafting a great object, reguardless of material quality.

Grind for exp and levels to get your heroes strong enough to beat a level on three stars.
Grind for money to improve your paper troops so they aren't soggy paper.
Grind for more money to get a chance of unlocking decent heroes,
Grind for more money because the heroes got bugged weapon/ move sets.

18 hours later knowing you have only a single hero that might be decent to 'warp' and restart the game fresh.
. Fantastic game, deeply emotional story I really connected with and a lovely soundtrack. Still the best game story and gameplay
in the world. to my opinion.. Fun to play, not too hard, but enough to keep me interested.. I didnt even pay for this game yet i
feel like i need a refund. This game is one I always go back to. If you have Windows 10 it won't run unless you look up how to
fix it, but it's really not that hard and once it works you don't have to fix it again. I can't recomend this game more. Whenever I
play Sim City I wish it was more like Caesar! The graphics are also very pretty and relaxing and I think great for when it was
made. Sometimes an earthquake takes out my whole residential district and barbarians invade and kill my 9 soldiers and Rome
demands way too many exotic goods but I'll go back to playing anyways! Love it!. If you like Doom/Doom 2, this game is
absolutely worth $5 to you. No jumping, no plot, lots of bad guys. The graphics and music do a good job setting the tone. The
enemies are challenging and numerous. The level design is fairly basic but secrets help add variety. Very barebones menu and
options - you can't rebind controls, so if you don't like WASD you're out of luck.

Give it a try!. A lot of elements are full of bugs (can't be solved or be clicked), and some puzzles are just crap. (especially block
rooms and red room) Enjoyed the first game of series but this one sucks.
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